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The River

Jason puts his green kayak 

on top of his Jeep. 

He pulls the straps snug.  

The sun is just up. 

There is a chill in the air.
Jeep

He gets in the Jeep and puts on the heat.  

Jason rubs his hands. 

He drives up the street.  

His kayak trip has begun.

The plan is for Jason to take his kayak 

on a three day river trip.  

He will go on the river to the sea. 

His dad will pick him up at the end 

of the trip.
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Jason gets to the river. 

He takes his kayak off the Jeep 

and his gear out of the back. 

He puts the gear in the kayak 

and drags it to the river.

Mist rises up as Jason puts the kayak into the water. 

He gets in and pushes off 

the river bank. 

The river is not fast.

It looks like glass.

The mist fades.

Jason can see the shore. 

Deer feed in the trees by the river. 

They look up as the kayak glides by.

mist

kayak

deer
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Fish splash near the bank. 

Bugs buzz in the weeds. 

As time fl ies by, Jason gets hungry. 

He pulls dried meat out of his gear 

and eats it.

The sun drops, and Jason feels 

the chill creep back. 

He goes to shore and sets up camp.

Jason gets some leaves and sticks 

and makes a fi re.

He eats more dried meat. 

Then he drifts off to sleep.

dried meat

fi re
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Day 1 Homework 

Word List 1

Green Words

heat dried

street meat

gear trees

green sea

fl ies

Red Words

air shore

river begun

hungry

Review  _________  __________ _________  _________

Word Work Jason drives the Jeep on the _____________.

Team Talk Questions
1. What will happen to Jason at the end of the trip?

2. What does Jason eat?

________________________________________________________________________

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Day 1 Classwork
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Word List 1

Green Words

heat dried

street meat

gear trees

green sea

fl ies

Red Words

air shore

river begun

hungry

Practice reading “The River.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Play Quick Erase. Change one letter at a time to make a new word.

read ______________ ______________ ______________

Practice reading the words in Word List 1. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on the list correctly. 

Day 1 Homework
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When the deer see Jason, they leap back into the trees.  

Jason makes a fi re and heats up 

some coffee.  

He eats more dried meat. 

Then, he packs up his gear and puts 

his kayak back in the water.

= 2 =

The Eagle

A stick snaps. Jason wakes up. 

The deer are back. 

A buck stands in the trees by his camp.  

Jason drifts on the river as the sun rises. 

The water is so clear that he can see 

the rocks on the river bed. 

They seem so close that he can just 

reach out and pick one up. 

buck
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It is time for lunch, but Jason 

is sick of dried meat. 

He needs to catch some 

fresh fi sh.  

Jason takes out his fi shing pole 

and drops a line in the water.

Jason feels a tug on the line 

and grabs his net. 

The fi sh jumps out of the water.  

But just as the fi sh is jumping, 

Jason hears a loud SCREECH 

in his ear. jumping fi sh
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An eagle is streaking by Jason 

and grabbing his fi sh.  

The eagle fl aps its wings and takes off.  

It rips the fi sh off Jason’s line. 

The fi shing pole leaps from his hands 

and fl ies into the river.

eagle

The pole is sinking, but the line is still on top of the water. 

Jason grabs the line and pulls his pole into the kayak.

Jason’s hands shake as he puts bait on the line 

and drops it back in the river.  

He scans the sky for the eagle. “I hope it’s full,” he thinks.  
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Day 2 Classwork

Word List 2

Green Words

fi shing clear

feels takes

jumping streaking

hears pole

sinking

Red Words

one bait

loud eagle

coffee

 Show You Know It

tell  ___________  ____________

hint  ___________  ____________

bring  ___________  ____________

sleep  ___________  ____________

clean  ___________  ____________

Word Work Jason goes _____________ at the lake.

Team Talk Questions
1. Why does Jason want to catch some fi sh?

2. Who takes Jason’s fi sh? 

________________________________________________________________________

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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Practice reading “The Eagle.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice reading the words in Word List 2. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on lists 1 and 2 correctly. 

Play Quick Erase. Change one letter at a time to make a new word.

meat ______________ ______________ ______________

Day 2 Homework

Word List 1 Word List 2

Green Words Green Words

heat dried fi shing clear

street meat feels takes

gear trees jumping streaking

green sea hears pole

fl ies sinking

Red Words Red Words

air shore one bait

river begun loud eagle

hungry coffee
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Jason feels a tug on the line and pulls up. 

It is a big fi sh. 

Jason keeps on fi shing 

and gets three more.  

He stops for the day and sets up camp under some trees. 

Jason cleans his fi sh and then makes a fi re. 

He grills the fi sh over the fi re.

Jason has a fi sh feast. 

He stuffs himself with fi sh 

until he is full. 

It is so much better than 

eating dried meat.

= 3 =

Fish Feast
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After he puts out the fi re, 

he gets inside his sleeping bag. 

It has been a long day. 

As Jason drifts to sleep, 

he thinks, “I am glad that eagle 

did not steal the rest of my fi sh.”

Jason wakes up and gets out of his sleeping bag.  

It is the last day of his kayak trip. 

His plan is to make it to the sea by the end of the day.

sleeping bag

He heats up some more fi sh 

and coffee. 

Then he starts packing his gear 

in the kayak. 

Jason drags his kayak back 

to the river. 

He gets in the kayak and the rushing water pulls him 

off the river bank.  
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The kayak zips along 

in the fast river. 

His jacket gets wet.  

He shakes with a chill.

Jason sees a big set of rapids 

down the river. 

White water is gushing 

across big rocks. 

This could be a problem.

rapids
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Word List 3

Green Words

cleans freezing

makes steers

sleeping rapids

problem steaming

smashes

Red Words

better himself

more

Day 3 Classwork

Review 

Word Work 

seen  _____________  ______________  ____________

Team Talk Questions

1. What does Jason eat?

2. What is Jason’s plan?

________________________________________________________________________

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

ee ea I eat beets with my feet.

Some beans are green.

I dream of sweet treats.

ie i_e
I tie the string to my kite.

The fl ies bite the dried meat.
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Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

heat dried fi shing clear cleans freezing

street meat feels takes makes steers

gear trees jumping streaking sleeping rapids

green sea hears pole problem steaming

fl ies sinking smashes

Red Words Red Words Red Words

air shore one bait better himself

river begun loud eagle more

hungry coffee

Practice reading “Fish Feast.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice reading the words in Word List 3. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on lists 1, 2, and 3 correctly. 

Fill in the blank. Choose the word from Word List 3 that makes the most sense 
in the sentence. Write it in the blank.

1. Tim is in his ______________ bag. 

2. Jason ______________ the fi sh before he eats it.

3. The water was _____________ hot.

Day 3 Homework
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Rapids

Jason steers into the rapids. 

His kayak bobs and dips in 

the rushing water. 

He tries not to tip over.

The kayak hits a standing wave and fl ips. 

Jason is under water, but still in the kayak. 

His head smashes into a rock.

Jason fl ips the kayak back over.  

The side of his head is bleeding. 

He steers the kayak to the river 

bank and pulls it out of the water.
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The kayak is full of water and has a slit on the side. 

Jason’s gear is wet, and his head is still bleeding. 

He pulls a rag out of his gear bag. 

He wraps his head to stop the bleeding.

Jason is wet and freezing. 

He gets leaves and sticks and 

makes a fi re. 

The heat from the fi re feels good.

The kayak has a slit in the side.  

Jason will have to fi x it or the kayak will leak. 

He thinks, “How can I fi x that slit?”

fi re
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Jason picks up a stick to put in the fi re.  

The stick gets stuck on his hand. 

It has sap on it.

Jason thinks, “I will fi x the slit 

on the kayak with sap!” 

He runs to a tree near the river 

and scrapes a bunch of sap off it.  

Jason stuffs the sap into the slit 

in the kayak.

sap
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 Day 4 Classwork

Review 

Word Work 

fl ies  _____________  ______________  ____________

Team Talk Questions

1. How does Jason get hurt?

2. What does Jason use to fi x the slit in his kayak?

________________________________________________________________________

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

heat dried fi shing clear cleans freezing

street meat feels takes makes steers

gear trees jumping streaking sleeping rapids

green sea hears pole problem steaming

fl ies sinking smashes

Red Words Red Words Red Words

air shore one bait better himself

river begun loud eagle more

hungry coffee
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Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

heat dried fi shing clear cleans freezing

street meat feels takes makes steers

gear trees jumping streaking sleeping rapids

green sea hears pole problem steaming

fl ies sinking smashes

Red Words Red Words Red Words

air shore one bait better himself

river begun loud eagle more

hungry coffee

Practice reading “Rapids.” Have someone initial in a box each 
time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice reading the words in Word Lists 1, 2, and 3. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on lists 1, 2, and 3 correctly. 

Choose a picture from the reading. Write a sentence about the picture using one 
or more of the words from your word lists.

________________________________________________________________________

Day 4 Homework

3

2

1
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To the Sea

The sun is dropping. 

Jason cannot reach the sea 

by the end of the day. 

He adds more sticks to the fi re 

and puts his wet gear by it. 

Steam rises off his sleeping bag.  

Jason gets in his sleeping bag. 

It is still wet and steaming. 

He tries to sleep, but the chill keeps him awake.

Jason gets his fi shing pole and drops 

a line in the river. 

A big fi sh hits the line and Jason pulls it in. 

He grills the fi sh and eats it.
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It seems like a long time until 

the sun rises. 

Jason gets up and makes 

a big fi re. 

He heats up a pot of coffee 

and eats the last of his dried meat.

Jason packs up his gear and puts it in the kayak. 

He checks the sap in the slit. 

The sap seems to be fi lling the hole well.

Jason drags the kayak to the river 

and gets in. 

The kayak drifts off the bank. 

The river pulls Jason along.
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He checks the slit, and it is not leaking. 

The river is fast, but there are no rapids. 

Jason will get to the sea by the end of the day.

Jason gets past a bend in the river 

and hears the crashing of waves. 

He sees the end of the river as it meets the sea. 

He also sees a man standing on the bank of the river.  

It is his dad!  He has made it.
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 Day 5 Classwork

Word Work
Choose a picture from the reading. Write a sentence about the picture using a word 
from the word lists.

________________________________________________________________________

Team Talk Questions
1. What keeps Jason up at night?

________________________________________________________________________

2. What does Jason do before he heads out again?

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

heat dried fi shing clear cleans freezing

street meat feels takes makes steers

gear trees jumping streaking sleeping rapids

green sea hears pole problem steaming

fl ies sinking smashes

Red Words Red Words Red Words

air shore one bait better himself

river begun loud eagle more

hungry coffee
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Day 5 Homework

Practice reading “To the Sea.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice spelling the words in Word Lists 1, 2, and 3. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
spell all the words on lists 1, 2, and 3 correctly. 

Choose a picture from the reading. Write a sentence about the picture using two 
words from your word lists.

________________________________________________________________________

2

3

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

heat dried fi shing clear cleans freezing

street meat feels takes makes steers

gear trees jumping streaking sleeping rapids

green sea hears pole problem steaming

fl ies sinking smashes

Red Words Red Words Red Words

air shore one bait better himself

river begun loud eagle more

hungry coffee

1
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Key Cards

ee ea ie

-ing -s







 
 An Adolescent Literacy Program

This teacher edition is part of the Reading Edge, 

a comprehensive literacy program that arms 

students with the skills and strategies they need to 

read, understand, and learn from a wide variety of 

content-area texts.

The mission of the Success for All Foundation is to 

develop and disseminate research-proven educational 

programs to ensure that all students, from all 

backgrounds, achieve at the highest academic levels.

These programs were originally developed at 

Johns Hopkins University.
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